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A wonderful Scottish evening on RFA FORT VICTORIA

“WHO CARES WINS”
RFA Fort Victoria was part of a team of 150 rowers from around the UK, each rowing 32km with the aim of
rowing the distance of the Atlantic, on Thursday 30th April. The purpose of this was to raise money for the ‘Who
Cares Wins’ NHS charities, providing support when needed to NHS key workers at this challenging time. The
ship has so far raised £175 for the charity, with more donations continuing to come from the ship. The event
took 16 members of the Ship’s Company just under two hours to row the 32km required, and in true spirit
another 8km to drive home the effort. An excellent effort was given by all whom attended, with everyone
digging deep to work hard to push through the metres.
Cadet James Potter
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RFA ARGUS sailing away from Monserrat in the Carribean

THE VIEW FROM RFA ARGUS DURING OP
BROADSHARE
As I near the end of my training, I have been asked to share my experiences of life on board RFA Argus during
OP BROADSHARE. I am currently half-way through my second trip as a Trainee Third Officer (Logistics). The ILOC
(Initial Logistics Officers Course) training involves completing two sea phases to enhance whole ship knowledge,
which forms the basis of becoming a qualified Third Officer. This second trip however, involves working in the
Ship’s Office to gain valuable experience through carrying out front desk duties and taking on the
responsibilities of a 3/O (LS). After two months on board I have spent time with the Supply Chain and Catering
sub-departments, observing the daily routines and challenges as well as carrying out a variety of jobs within the
ALSO role - all aimed at preparing me for an exciting career in the RFA.
The Ship is constantly busy, particularly so with 845 NAS (Merlin) and 815 NAS (Wildcat) regular Day/Night
Flying Serials. There was even the opportunity for groups of RFA and RN personnel to enjoy a flight in a Merlin –
for me this was an amazing experience flying over Bermuda for some spectacular views of the island.
Argus’ busy schedule shows no signs of slowing down with continued flying, MOBEX drills, and CBRNDC training
serials. The embarked HADR team have been exercising ashore in Monserrat for the last three days using both
helicopter assets and work boats to practice disembarkations, logistic support and casualty evacuation. All these
preparations to make the ship ready in all respects to support the British Overseas Territories during the
imminent hurricane season. Everyone on board is prepared for the challenges that lie ahead and it is great to
see the skills and experience of both RN and RFA working together as one team, especially through this
particularly challenging time.
I am very much enjoying my time on Argus and I am looking forward to seeing what other opportunities the rest
of my appointment will bring.
3/O (LS) (T) Pearn
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RFA CARDIGAN BAY during OP KUNJAR HADD 25 in the Gulf

OPERATIONAL UPDATE FROM DACOS AFSUP
Well here we are, my first update. Firstly, I would like to thank Chris Clarke who gave me a good handover and
his parting piece of advice ‘It’s all about the money’, something that I am really taking to heart and trying to get
my teeth into. Chris has done a great job over the past 24 months and has left big shoes for me to fill; HQ’s loss
is the Flotilla’s gain as he’ll be back at sea soon, doing what he loves – Commanding ships.
So, it was all about the money for 2 weeks and then COVID 19 hit us. For most of this time I have been trying to
ensure that ships are supported, examples of best practice are disseminated, and fears are allayed. I can honestly
say, as a service we have very much led the way on how to handle COVID and developed procedures which have
now been adopted and held up as best practice, we suspended reliefs before the Navy, produced an employee
booklet and had SOPs and Risk Assessments before anyone – first ship to have 100% testing onboard was an
initiative taken by CO and MO of TIDEFORCE. Throughout this whole period, you have stepped up and at no stage
failed to deliver our mandatory directed tasks.
At the beginning of COVID 19, there was a discussion as to whether we should lean in and produce a HQ SOP and
start telling ships to stop shore leave and provide orders on how it should be managed. I thought back to my time
as a ship's Captain and considered how I would receive the orders from HQ telling me how to run my ship –
throughout the whole period our focus has been one of supporting you all at sea to enable you to deliver what
you need. If advice is needed, we go to the 3rd floor which is full of Doctors who give us the scientific input
available. When we have had an outbreak, we have dealt with it in a way that has proved that, if the ship’s team
follow the correct procedures and distancing measures, we can contain it and prevent it affecting the rest of the
ship's company. You and your whole team should be proud of what you have achieved thus far.
Anyway, this is meant to be an operational update and not the thoughts of Chairman Mao, so what have we been
doing? Well WAVE KNIGHT and MOUNTS BAY both came back after their deployments and went to refit.
MOUNTS BAY was due a big ceremonial arrival but unfortunately COVID put a stop to that. FORT ROSALIE and
FORT AUSTN have been placed into extended readiness with FORT ROSALIE being the donor to keep FORT AUSTIN
running – FORT AUSTIN is essentially at a year’s notice to operate and I very much doubt that we will see them at
sea again. WAVE RULER continues her period in extended readiness, and we are fighting to have her refit
conducted as soon as the financial burden allows, probably in a couple of years yet. People are looking at whether
we need this tanker and what savings, if any, taking her out of service would accrue. Be assured we in AFSUP are
presenting the case to keep her and get her back out to sea to cover the gap in tanker capability. TIDESURGE has
become a bit of a sacrifice during COVID and we have deliberately prioritised getting TIDERACE to sea, as she was
the closest to the finishing line. We are monitoring the TIDESURGE situation to assess how much that she will be
delayed. TIDERACE is now across the Mersey and is in the final stages of her refit, Cammell Laird have prioritised
RFA units during the outbreak and whilst it would be disingenuous to say that there have been no issues – where
some other yards shut down - both A&P, and Cammell Laird have really provided outstanding support to enable
us to maintain delivery.
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RFA LYME BAY in Dundee

OPERATIONAL UPDATE FROM DACOS AFSUP
(CONTINUED)
FORT VICTORIA has continued full steam ahead to complete the force generation process. She has loaded her
fuel cargo and self-defence ammunition, conducted a self-assessed SARC and FDI. She has essentially kept herself
isolated and is currently undertaking a maintenance package before starting a BOST later this year. Yet another
innovator has been TIDESPRING, she conducted a 1-week assurance period in lieu of what was meant to be a
BOST – however as this was programmed at the start of the COVID outbreak it was decided to drastically reduce
her package. This paid dividends as TIDESPRING is effectively playing sweeper, having stood in for Frigates and
TIDEFORCE at short notice. This willingness to demonstrate flexibility and adapt our processes has been the
defining feature of the RFA during this period.
The measures we have implemented onboard our ships to mitigate the risk of infection have proved to be highly
effective, as evidenced by ships continuing to conduct their operational programmes. It cannot be overstated that
our procedures work and if managed correctly COVID is not a ship stopper, although and rightly so, people are
understandably worried about the whole situation. The primary mantra throughout this whole concern has been
support our ships and protect our people. We are working constantly with the local authorities overseas to ensure
that our joining procedures are in line with the local restrictions. The forbearance and professionalism of all
personnel who have been affected by these procedures is fully recognised and appreciated. These are difficult
times and the positive behaviours demonstrated have not gone unnoticed.
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RFA MOUNTSBAY conducting a berth shift in Falmouth

OPERATIONAL UPDATE FROM DACOS AFSUP
(CONTINUED)
ARGUS is currently out in the Caribbean undertaking APT(N) duties and being ready in case COVID has any issues
in the Overseas Territories, it has a full RN Staff and a Tailored Air Group embarked. We absolutely get the emotive
issue of ‘HMS ARGUS’ and it frustrates us in AFSUP every bit as much as you, please spread the words that firstly
no publicity is bad publicity, and secondly ask them to look at how many people corrected CDS in the wider press
– not members of the RFA. This shows that awareness of the RFA is increasing and that is a positive result, people
do know who we are.
LYME BAY was rushed through at very short notice for a very urgent task that did not eventually materialise –
much to our frustration. The ship’s Company supported by A&P worked exceptionally hard to build as much
resilience into the ship as possible with embarked forces, HADR load out and boats all added in a period of a few
days. As is ever the case – the ship remained at 48 hours’ notice to move and has just been dropped back to her
normal notice period. Questions are now being asked about advancing her maintenance period in order to ensure
that she is ready for operations as soon as possible and complete some longstanding work and engine overhauls.
A busy 2 months in office, though I am proud of the fact that we have continued to deliver and made some
important decisions. It really is all about the ships though and we have shown our pragmatism and ability to ‘just
get on with the job’, when others were discussing what to do. Thanks to you all and your crews, it has shown us
in a good light.
In looking at the wider strategic view, we need to prepare ourselves with the finance piece as the cost of COVID
starts to materialise, things were never going to be easy - however with the National Debt now being the largest
it has ever been outside of wartime – the money has to come from somewhere. So as Chris said to me on handing
over – ‘It’s all about the money’
Navigation Training Courses - Due to the current government restrictions, all Navigation Preparation Training
courses have been suspended until further notice. Those who find their courses are cancelled will be booked onto
the next available course once restrictions on training are lifted. Discussions are ongoing about the future of other
navigation courses including PNO and FNO. As it stands, it seems likely they will continue although with reduced
class sizes which means some personnel may not be able to attend. More information will be released once
available.
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RFA Argus leaving HMNB Plymouth to go on deployment

A SECOND CAREER IN THE RFA
My name is Anne Godfrey, I am a qualified hairdresser and owned my own salon until 2004. I was looking for a
new challenge in my life, so I joined the prison service. I worked there for 11 years and successfully became a
line manager working with all kinds of issues, such as mentally ill and high risk individuals. I am recently
widowed and have three children and three grandchildren.
I have a strong family background in the armed forces, my granddad was in the army Royal West Kent Regiment.
He was in World War 1 and received the Victory Medal. My dad was in the Royal Navy and was a stoker. My late
husband was a submariner. After losing my husband I tried to join the Navy Reserve, but I was told I was too
old. I was then told about the RFA which I knew nothing about. After doing some research I joined the RFA on
my 50th birthday 2019 as an apprentice Steward, and I have enjoyed it so far.
Having joined RFA ARGUS during these tough times for us all some closer than others, we all wanted to show
our sincere thanks and gratitude to the NHS Nurses and Doctors and not forgetting the key workers in the care
homes, for the hard work they are doing during the Covid-19 pandemic. I wanted to do something from us all,
so I have been raising money from doing haircuts on the ship in my own time, donating this money on behalf of
RFA Team Argus Covid-19 2020.
App Stwd Anne Godfrey
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RFA TIDEFORCE completing first RAS with HMS PRINCE OF WALES

GMDSS ENDORSEMENT AND
RE-VALIDATION PROCESS
Due to the ongoing COVID-19 situation the MCA are currently unable to accept any applications via post,
therefore DO NOT send any applications via post until further notice. You can now submit all applications and
supporting documents via email using form MSF 4354. Please note that scanned copies of supporting
documents are currently acceptable. Please email your application to deck@mcga.gov.uk
Upon receipt, the MCA will look to allocate your application to a processing officer as soon as they are able.
They will assess your documentation and, provided you satisfy the requirements, issue you an electronic GMDSS
STCW Endorsement. This will hold a validity of 6 months from the date of issue. Once they are able to resume
normal service your application can be considered in full for the normal initial endorsement or 5 yearly
revalidation procedure. If you have applied and paid for the return courier for the application now you will not
need to make an additional payment. Most importantly DON’T PANIC! We can still appoint you if you cannot
fulfil any of these requirements due to the current situation.
Please contact 2/O Steve Pointing for further advice or guidance: steve.pointing421@mod.gov.uk

SECURITY CLEARANCE:
ARE YOU IN DATE?
With the COVID-19 restrictions in place UKSV are extending clearances on an adhoc basis. Please continue to
follow the normal procedure when your clearance is due for renewal and contact your appointer or Mr Philip
John in the Case Management Cell (CMC) in Pers Ops. Please check with your line manager or appointer to check
when your clearance expires.
Annual Security Training – This will be delivered onboard or by your local USO. Check with your line manager
that Magellan has been updated.
Security Check (SC) - Please check when your security clearance runs out – You need this to be employed by the
RFA. SCs last for 10 years so don’t wait until you get onboard to discover that you are out of date.
Developed Vetting (DV) - If you hold a DV don’t forget you need to complete a Security Appraisal Form (SAF)
every year and have it validated by your line manager. The latest guidance and form NSV006 can be found at
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/national-security-vetting and forms should be returned to NSV on
completion.
Don’t Let Your Clearance Lapse – No Clearance could mean No Job!
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US Navy MkVI Patrol Boats 1201 & 1204 rafting alongside RFA CARDIGAN BAY

RFA CARDIGAN BAY FIRST RAFTING WITH
US NAVY MkVI PATROL BOATS
RFA CARDIGAN BAY recently conducted numerous rafting serials with US Navy MkVI Patrol Boats 1201 and 1204
from the US Coastal Riverine Squadron Three. Multiple rafting’s with both boats provided invaluable training
for the coxswains. The serials took place whilst Cardigan Bay was alongside in Bahrain, this was the first ever
rafting. Chief Officer Steve Pickering stated, “it was a privilege to conduct successful first time raft ops with the
US 5th Fleet MkVI patrol boats”.
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RFA WAVE KNIGHT in dry dock – courtesy of Captain Richard Graham

TRAINING CONTINUATION AT WORTHY DOWN
Seven Apprentice Stewards completed their training at Worthy Down at the end of March and are currently
awaiting their BSSC training and appointment to their first ships.
All mandatory elements were achieved before they left and while no visitors from outside the base were
allowed to attend their project dinner, Food Services Training Wing staff who did attend were very impressed
with the team’s professionalism and skills. Unfortunately, no photographer was available to take a team photo
of App Stwds Bourne, Davison, Carhart, Ferneyhough, Jones, Pointing and Smith.
The Eight Apprentice Chefs part way through their course are continuing to train and move into the Realistic
Working Environment element in the near future. We are also expecting our next intake of Stewards to arrive
in June and next ILOC will begin in May or June. Dangerous Goods training continues as an essential
qualification required onboard ship.
First Officer Kathrine Moggach
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RFA LOGS UPDATE
Captain(LS) Jordan will be issuing his latest update in the coming weeks, outlining the current status of the
branch together with outputs endorsed by the RFA Management Board and future direction.
Working from Home - With the exception of face-to-face meetings and access to Secret DII information, RFA
Logs FGen output has remained at a constant and consistent high level during this phase of remote working.
Adapting to Skype meetings, messaging and communicating without visiting people is already becoming the
‘new normal’ and has proven to be effective. Keeping visits to NCHQ and the Waterfront limited to every few
weeks has ensured that the administration of GPC, NAAFI and CBF activity is maintained whilst access to Force
Generation Orders and Logistics input at NCHQ is also delivered.
Logistics planning for AFSH de-store to R11U - Following the announcement that FTAU and FTRO will be destored to R11U (FTRO cold-state, FTAU dehumidified), logistics planning is underway to ensure that we can meet
the 100-day de-store goal and we have processes in place to ensure that the correct stores are held and retained
onboard FTAU (in case she is regenerated in line with her readiness state), with the remainder of stores returned
back into the Supply Chain or re-distributed across the RFA Fleet. We are working with PSG and CST to
coordinate these aims ahead of the start which is likely to commence post-lockdown. We will also provide RFA
Pers Ops with a request for manpower to support the de-store process.
LSO Joining Calls - We have recently reintroduced Joining Calls for LSOs to visit the Waterfront to receive a brief
on the latest updates, changes, challenges, goals and direction for the branch. During each visit we have ensured
that LSOs also receive a brief from key personnel within AFSUP, Pers Ops, Logs Policy and Dynama as well as
Head of Spec. So far, these visits have proven to be informative and have been well received, we have also
included DMLS and FLC (NWD) to the list of calls/visits and where individuals have not been able to visit the
establishments, then staff from these teams have provided a brief in Portsmouth. During the COVID-19
lockdown we have continued these Joining Calls by telephone and will continue to do so until we are back at our
place of work. As these calls develop, we may look to extend these updates to LS Senior Rates prior to their
arrival onboard.
Digital Data Vision – capturing LS requirements: We have recently provided Navy Command (through AFSUP)
with our LS vision of current and future digital data requirements, these range from ‘aspirational’ through to
those already in place – in between, there are those which are either siting in business cases or with Navy
IW/Digital to progress – these include: Electronic T&S, RFA JPA/HRMS system, Remote digital working,
developed Logs Systems, One View, RFA Logistics Portal, Hand Held Devices, Automated Storing Streaming
Orders.
Magellan - You will have seen recent communications from both Cdre AFSUP and RFA Pers Ops regarding the
importance of ensuring NoK details are correct against Magellan, this is also true for passport details and CoCs –
please ensure that a robust system is already in place and conduct random checks between Discharge Books,
Articles and Magellan to satisfy yourselves as LSOs that the data is correct.
UK Cash Advances - You will be aware of the temporary lifting of the restriction to allow personnel to obtain
cash advances from the Ship’s Office while in the UK during the COVID-19 lockdown (guidance provided by 1/O
Tim Hill - 20200402-Cash Advances - UK Waters-O). This will allow personnel to access a reduced cash allowance,
if required, during these extraordinary times.
End of Tour Reports - We have received some excellent EOTR back from LSOs which have captured and
summarised the key milestones within their appointments, all of which are retained and used to support actions,
evidence requirements or identify future changes within equipment/personnel/processes/policy – many of
which are discussed at the LSBAG. Please continue to report in the METS format.
Deputy GPC Manager - For GPC Holders – please be aware that C/O Dave Gatenby is no longer Deputy GPC Card
Manager, this role is now being delivered by C/O Iain Goodchild.
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RFA LOGS UPDATE(CONTINUED)
Fleet Logistics Inspections - Prior to the COVID-19 lockdown, RFA Logs FGen were making good inroads to
recommence the FLI process, having completed audits on WVKN, ARGU and CRDG. Post lockdown, we will aim
to review each ship’s amended programme, writing to CO’s of the remaining ships to identify a window to
complete further FLIs.
Navy IW/Digital support - We have written to Navy IW with a requirement to provide Action Logistics
Laptops/Tablets for each RFA to be supported through MCSU and recorded on the ships’ NCAR. We are aware
that different ships have different means to transfer information from MJDI to a non-networked PED, or in some
cases, manual fall-back prints. The aim of this request is to achieve a standard process through the RFA, which
will be funded and supported.
Soon to be issued instructions - We are currently working on a number of papers/RTEMS which will include:
Instruction – Personal Holdings Record (shortly releasing an instruction to add GSRs onto individual’s PHOLD)
RTEM – Changes to FD Status (allowing generating ships to move to FD2 prior to LOB date)
RTEM – Managing the safe custody of stores in Refit (outlining processes and requirements prior to arriving in
de-store and during de-store)
RNTM – ERS (providing an annex to establish Bulk Stock Transfers and *ERS Accounts)
Project MITER - Project MITER was created to award a new Defence Mechanical Handing Equipment (DMHE)
contract. Under the current contract, ‘Green Fleet’ and ‘Yellow Fleet’ contracts are managed separately by
Defence with the four TLB’s having sub-level contract; the RFA is an example that sits outside the current
contract. The Logs Support Team has ensured that the RFA is captured as part of Project MITER so that NAVY
has a joined up approach to the management of DMHE. Moreover, the RFA is assisting the Royal Navy in making
sure they have the correct equipment and ways of working to ensure there is a coherent approach across the
Naval Service. The preferred bidder has just been announced as Amey/Briggs; this means that ships will see little
difference to the equipment and training in the early years of the contract.
Stowage Planning Tool - The Naval Service doesn’t have a Stowage Planning Tool which means HM and RFA
Ships use either Excel Spreadsheets or use an old tool that is no longer supported. Logs Support Team have
been at the forefront of driving forward the requirement for a new tool, obtaining funding and commissioning a
trial prior to rollout across the Naval Service. Platform Authority, on behalf of NCHQ, is now talking to
developers and looking for a suitable application. A trial will take place later in the summer with rollout across
the Naval Service expected by the end of the Year.
Project LEWIS - Named after Martin Lewis, the money saving expert, project Lewis was born from a need to
increase cost consciousness across the Fleet. Through promoting better behaviours across all domains of the
maritime environment the project team aim to achieve a £2M in-year saving as directed by the Navy Command.
We are all being asked to consider the following, and for these mantras to become a common behaviour for all
those involved in the supply chain:
• Excessive items in your stores or serviceable items no longer required? Return them to stock for others to
use.
• Inspection due? Question the serviceability of the items being inspected before replacing. Shiny and new
does not demonstrate good cost consciousness.
• Need a part? Don't order multiples unless required, be smart with your demands and only order what
is needed.
• Think something is more expensive than expected? Challenge excessive costs and their material
accounting classification if you think these are incorrect.
Everyone onboard has a role to play in Project Lewis; more information can be found in RNTM 04-049-19-Project
Lewis Update and Project LEWIS Defnet Page
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Captain Chris Clarke presenting the HMCC RFA seafarer of the year award to Chief Officer James Wingrove

THE HONOURABLE COMPANY OF MASTER
MARINERS RFA SEAFARER OF THE YEAR AWARD
Captain Chris Clarke and First Officer Stuart Smith, whilst working in AFSUP, had the privilege to represent Cdre
RFA at this year’s Honourable Company of Master Mariners 'RFA Seafarer of the Year' award on 4 March 20 at a
ceremony held in HQS Wellington - their floating HQ located at the Embankment on the Thames in London.
This year's award was presented to Chief Officer James Wingrove for his outstanding contribution in support of
the effort of 'OP BARYTONE' in the wake of hurricane Dorian, the tropical revolving storm that wrought havoc
to many parts of the Bahamas. Like so many of these awards, James' efforts reflect and echo those of all
involved - whatever the department or cap tally.
Captain Chris, who presented the award, said '... OP BARYTONE was a truly representative example of 'Joint'
and 'Combined' working at its very best. With RFA Mounts Bay at its beating heart, the Fleet Air Arm, Royal
Marines and Army came together with the embarked US Coastguard, Bahamian authorities and DfID
representatives to deliver real time life-saving and life-changing effect to many of the communities devastated
by the hurricane. The RFA was extremely fortunate in that Chief Officer Wingrove was a veteran of hurricane
Irma which had hit the UK Overseas Territories 2 seasons previously - and his experience, knowledge and LSDA
know-how was vital in concentrating on the capital issues and coordination required in a quickly developing
and changing scenario. This award, whilst rightly recognising the outstanding contribution of Chief Officer
Wingrove, also pays homage to the wider efforts of all of the Ship's Company and embarked forces / supporting
casts without which the Bahamian communities would have remained cut-off, isolated and fearful of their
futures...'
The award was presented in front of a packed and influential maritime audience. And it would be no overstatement of the facts to say that whilst the award was genuinely and warmly given by the Honourable
Company, it was also truly and willingly supported by all assembled and that these same people are forever
beholden on the RFA and the RN for the incredible work it sometimes is called upon to deliver on behalf of the
Queen and her subjects.
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RFA Tideforce RASing with RFA Argus prior to her departure to the Caribbean

RFA PERS STRAT UPDATE
RFA CONTINUOUS ATTITUDE SURVEY (CAS) 2020 – It is intended to launch the RFA Continuous Attitude Survey
from 22 Jun 20 to 7 Aug 20. This is your opportunity to let us know what you think about life in the RFA. Your
views count and make a difference, they provide evidence to argue our case at the highest levels of both the
uniformed and civilian Defence Community to justify and drive through change. The last survey has resulted in
the development of RFA Core Values, Business Goals and the RFA People Vision and also provided the evidence
that enabled us to fund the “three-month appointment” trial. You are strongly encouraged to complete the
survey and have your say to make the RFA a better place to work.
Part Time Working and Partial Retirement - After a lengthy period of engagement with multiple stakeholders
RFA Pers Strat have developed a process that will allow RFA seafarers the opportunity to apply to work at sea
on a part time basis. It will entail working for 8 months of the year instead of 12, undertaking one trip to sea
plus Earned Voyage Leave with the appropriate reduction in salary.
We have also developed a process that will allow those who meet the eligibility criteria to apply to take Partial
Retirement. This scheme follows the same working pattern as for part time working, but the seafarer enhances
their salary by taking part or all of their pension at the same time.
Full details of both processes will be issued by RTEM in the near future.
Uniform Allowance, Shipboard Accommodation Allowance and Shorthand Money Claims - In the current
working environment, due to COVID-19, DBS have agreed to process and pay claims for the above submitted in
electronic format. Uniform Allowance claims must be accompanied by scanned copies of the itemised receipts
and be forwarded by the individual. Shipboard Accommodation Allowance claims are to be forwarded by the
LSO and Shorthand Money claims are to be forwarded by the Head of Department who has authorised them.
All forms should be sent by e-mail to NAVY PERS-RFA RES MI SO3 or Hannah.Early100@mod.gov.uk.
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COVID-19
NOT ALL SCAMS ARE CREATED EQUAL
Shopping online:
If you’re making a purchase from a company or person you don’t know and trust, carry out some research first,
and ask a friend or family member for advice before completing the purchase. If you decide to go ahead with the
purchase, use a credit card if you have one, as most major credit card providers insure online purchases.
For more information on how to shop online safely, please visit:
https://www.actionfraud.police.uk/shoponlinesafely
Protect your devices from the latest threats:
Always install the latest software and app updates to protect your devices from the latest threats. For
information on how to update your devices, please visit: https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/securing-yourdevices
Watch out for scam messages
Don’t click on the links or attachments in suspicious emails, and never respond to unsolicited messages and calls
that ask for your personal or financial details. HMRC is aware of fraudster purporting to be from HMRC with email
and SMS scams, tax refund and rebate scams, phishing email and bogus website, text messages, bogus phone
calls, WhatsApp messages and social media scams, please see link:

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/phishing-and-bogus-emails-hm-revenue-and-customsexamples/phishing-emails-and-bogus-contact-hm-revenue-and-customs-examples
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ADVANCEMENTS AND PROMOTIONS
SUMMARY
(from 1 st April 2019 – present)

Branch
ME OFFICERS
ME RATINGS
SE OFFICERS
DECK OFFICERS
DECK RATINGS
CIS OFFICERS
CIS RATINGS
LS OFFICERS
CHEFS
STEWARDS
SUPPLY CHAIN
MED TECH

Advancements
22 (24)
61 (3)
36 (3)
66 (6)
62 (3)
1 (0)
60 (3)
2 (0)
5 (0)
58 (0)
36 (0)
1 (0)

Promotions
10 (8)
13 (2)
11 (0)
20 (0)
27 (1)
0 (0)
25 (0)
5 (2)
5 (0)
9 (0)
8 (0)
0 (0)

TOTALS

430 (39)

133 (13)

Change for each branch since previous bulletin in brackets.

Career Frameworks update:
Engineer Officer – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
SE Officer – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Executive Officer – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Engineer Rating – Current version to remain in place for 2020 CDP’s.
Deck Rating – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
LS Officer – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs
CIS Officer – Currently undergoing revision process ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Chefs – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs.
Med Tech – Revision process will begin in early 2020.
Supply Chain – Revision process will begin in early 2020.
CIS Rating – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs
Stewards – New framework is live ahead of 2020 CDPs
CDPs:
•
•
•
•

Capt (E) CDP has sat and results distributed.
C/O (E) CDP has sat and results distributed.
1/O (E) CDP has sat and results distributed.
2/O (E) CDP has sat and results distributed.
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RFA CARDIGAN BAY completing 30mm gunnery training

30MM CANNON CALLS THE SHOTS ON
RFA CARDIGAN BAY
Ensuring that RFA Cardigan Bay remains ready to fulfil its command aim to ‘be ready to fight and win tonight’
there was no let-up in the ship’s tasking at the conclusion of OP KHUNJAR HADD 25, as the next morning saw a
live firing exercise using the ship’s 30mm Cannon.
After training hard all week with the Royal Navy of Oman, US Navy, US Coast Guard and French Marine
Nationale off the coast of Oman, RFA Cardigan Bay’s gunnery training on the 30mm cannons culminated in an
early morning live shoot. The serial included a surface target and, for the first time in over 10 years, a towed air
target.
The weapon operators demonstrated impressive teamwork, communication and shooting skills, working
seamlessly and safely in accordance with their training. Shooting into the rising sun with confirmed hits on the
surface target and the towed target, the gunners demonstrated once again the value of training and the crew’s
continuing commitment to ensure the ship’s ability to deliver the operational capability to ‘fight and win’ in a
challenging environment.
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RFA TIDERACE entering a dock on the Mersey - Courtesy of Capt Miles Lewis

LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
Please see the article on page 25 of this bulletin regarding the launch of the HeadFIT mental fitness and
wellbeing tool. Accessible from Dii and personal devices, the platform has a range of tools and is specifically
designed around the Defense community. Mental fitness is all about the good management of good mental
health. HeadFIT for Life helps people stay mentally fit and on top of their game at work and at home. The tools
on the site are completely free and are designed to be easily integrated into your everyday life.
The Marine Society’s Learn@Sea series of Apps includes Maths@Sea, Maths@Sea+, Writing@Sea, English@Sea,
Spreadsheets@Sea and Project Management@Sea. All Apps are aimed specifically at seafarers – for example
both the Maths@Sea apps are marinised to include volume & space, spherical trigonometry and
charts/bearings– and so are useful for revision and learning throughout the maritime sector. Approximately
9000 seafarers are learning through these apps, which are available at £5.98 per month for a single app. More
information can be found at: https://www.marine-society.org/learnatsea.
I have a small number of free licenses available for allocation – if interested contact me directly.
Calling all Deck Officers, Deck Cadets and Deck RTO candidates: The Marine Society has launched their
Stability@Sea App, part of the Learn@Sea series of apps, see page 37 of this bulletin. Still on Marine Society,
several personnel are studying GCSE and A level courses through the charity’s learning arm. Fully tutor
supported and with high success rates, the courses represent real value for money at approximately £230 for
GCSE subjects and £270 for A Level subjects; these rates are specifically aimed at RFA personnel and subsidised
by Marine Society and the Greenwich Hospital charity. More information can be found at https://www.marinesociety.org/gcses and https://www.marine-society.org/a-levels.
The RFA Coaching Practitioner Level 3 courses planned for March and May were cancelled due to Covid-19
restrictions. Courses will recommence once more normalised working is possible.
Greenwich Hospital is a charity which supports RN, RM and RFA personnel with a focus on personal
development opportunities. The charity offers a small number of bursaries aimed at supporting RFA seafarers to
gain a first degree level qualification. Two RFA seafarers are currently studying for degrees through the Open
University with the GH bursary funding £2000 of each year’s fees. If this might be of interest, details are in
RTEM 056-20.
As ever, if you have any queries about the items in this update or any Learning & Development topic, please get
in touch via the contact details below.
Ian Johnston MBE Tel: 023 9272 4482 | Mob: 077731 55509 | E-mail: ian.johnston102@mod.gov.uk |
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3/O Joe O’Leary handing his peg over to his twin brother Jack O’Leary on RFA FORT VICTORIA

TWIN PEAKS
3/O(E) Jack O’Leary was appointed to RFA FORT VICTORIA at the end of February 2020, whilst the ship was
alongside in Devonport to replace his brother Joe who had done a 4 month trip taking the ship through the end
of the refit to live on board. Jack’s billet is Third Officer (E) looking after the ship’s fuel, steam and compressed
air systems. The handover went smoothly with instructions from his mum of no arguing!
Jack stated “I joined in 2014 as a Cadet and Joe joined in 2015, both of us doing our cadetships with the RFA.
We have never sailed together before. It does cause confusion for people when we join ships as we get
recognised as each other, this even extends to FOST staff!”
Since joining RFA FORT VICTORIA despite having to deal with COVID-19, the ship has completed a SELF-SARC,
successfully loaded cargo in Loch Striven (where people spent the Easter Period and hour a day of exercise
walking up and down the Loch in glorious sunshine). Followed by a return to Devonport for a SMP. The future
program is bright but all subject to COVID-19.

SPEC-N SUCCESS
Congratulations to 2/O(X) Stephen Bell on his recent success on the Royal Navy’s Specialist Navigation Course. A
challenging course in its own right, 2/O(X) Bell’s course also had to endure storms including shipping water into
the hanger where the students were working, pausing their training to help search for a man overboard, as well
as a last minute route change caused by the impending weather. A hard course made harder! Well done.
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RFA LYME BAY in Ex Cold Response

RFA DACOS PERS OPS UPDATE
COVID 19 - COVID 19 has impacted everyone and this has included the Pers Ops team and appointers are now
working from home and can be contacted by e-mail on their personal e-mail addresses and by using the Group
e-mail address: NAVYPERS-RFAAPPOINTERS@mod.gov.uk Discipline cases are still being investigated and
interviews being conducted by Skype or telephone conference. West Battery is certainly very quiet with most
people now working remotely. Hopefully you have all had an opportunity to read the guidance documents we
have published. It has been posted on the Defence Gateway at this link:
https://jive.defencegateway.mod.uk/docs/DOC-337061 and contains the latest information on how to protect
yourself and what we are doing within the Royal Fleet Auxiliary to protect the workforce and details of who
qualifies for special paid leave and other financial protection that is in place.
New Initiatives – Further to the Pers Strat announcement above, the Part-Time working and Partial retirement
working patterns have reached the final stages of being promulgated and hopefully by the time this bulletin
reaches you the RTEM giving the precise details should have been published. Do take an opportunity to read it.
This is your chance to explore more flexible and family friendly ways of working, it certainly deserves a careful
read once published. The trial for 305 payments continues and all claims should now be submitted electronically
direct to DBS, more details on this are available in the COVID 19 guidance document.
Training - Most training courses have been suspended due to COVID 19, but planning has commenced on what
courses can be run in the next few months, whether this is by different methods of learning such as on-line or
by utilising smaller class sizes to allow social distancing.
Cadet Development Officer - The Cadet Development Officer mantle has now been taken up by 3/O Sarah
Stevens, although currently she is working from home, but is still contactable by e-mail.
Security Clearances - Another aspect of our procedures affected by COVID 19 has been Security Clearances and
DVs. DV interviews are now being conducted by telephone and Security clearances for new joiners have been
suspended.

Captain Peter Selby RFA DACOS RFA Personnel:peter.selby346@mod.gov.uk
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ONLINE SECURITY
With the ever-increasing threat from what now seems to be every facet of daily life, we need to make sure that
we are protected both in the operational environment and in our personal life. The internet and social media is a
fantastic way to stay connected but as with all good things there are some downsides. Because of this there is a
clear need for us to be more vigilant in order to protect ourselves, our shipmates and our friends and families,
especially when posting on social media.
Here are some simple ways to stay protected:
• If it involves places, names & dates ……… don’t post it
• Make sure your security settings are set to friends and family only.
• Don’t post identifying information online and tell your friends and family not to either.
• Use a Virtual Private Network (VPN) when connecting to the internet, especially when you are abroad.
• Remember! once you press the Enter button it is online forever, even if you delete it afterwards and
someone somewhere could have already taken a screenshot!
There are of course sanctions for people who break the rules, but the biggest sanction you will ever face is the
effect that your post could have on your family …….. Think before you post! More information can be found in
the Social Media Back Pocket Brief on Defence Connect.

REMEMBER!
Ships’ Programmes are SECRET!
Contrary to popular belief, Facebook Messenger is not cleared for Official use let alone SECRET!
If you are messaging ships’ programmes on social media or via any other means you may well find yourself in
hot water and breach of MoD Policy and the Official Secrets Act. Please don’t risk your job – It’s not worth it!

Suspicious/Phishing Emails
AT WORK

AT HOME

If you receive suspicious emails via your
DII/Minerva account you should carry out the
following:
1. Do NOT open the email.
2. Do NOT forward to anyone else
3. Start a new email and copy the suspicious
email into it.
3. Send to SPOC-SPAM with a subject of
SPAM.
4. Delete the suspicious email from your inbox
then empty your deleted box.

If you receive suspicious emails via your
personal email account you should carry out
the following:
1. Do NOT open the email or click on any of
the links.
2. Do NOT forward to anyone else
3. Delete the suspicious email from your inbox
then empty your deleted box
4. Report it to Action Fraud
https://www.actionfraud.police.uk/
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1/O(X) Emma Elgar.

SPECIAL PRJECTS SO2 EXPERIENCE SO FAR
On discovering the news that I was pregnant the joy of my first pregnancy was also accompanied by initial
uncertainty of the next steps and how it would affect me going forward. On discussion with PERS OPS I was offered
a position as a Special Projects SO2 within AFSUP on Whale Island. This was a great relief as working through the
pregnancy was always my hope and the continuation of my career, as well as broadening my understanding of
the RFA is and will always be important to me.
As with any new position the first day was daunting but I soon settled in and after the first week, I was set up with
a desk, IT and had clear guidance as to the projects I was to complete. The pace within AFSUP is extremely fast
and I certainly had to hit the ground running. In order to get a good understanding of the overall role of AFSUP I
attended numerous meetings and worked alongside colleagues and seniors to grasp a better understanding,
before focussing on individual projects. The first project that I was given to produce was a review on the
maintenance cycle of the TIDE Class ships as well as RFA Argus. This was a great project to work on as it meant
that I needed to liaise with all departments across the RFA. It certainly developed my understanding of the
involvement of each department when it comes to refit and docking periods. Any change will have an impact in
some way across all areas, and it was a good opportunity to discuss and liaise with all departments to determine
what these impacts would be. Being the lead on the project and taking the initial question of the viability to move
to an ACP / CSP cycle, through to completion providing recommendations for implementation has given me a
great sense of achievement and certainly enhanced my understanding of maintenance cycles and operational
output. The project I am now working on, is one that is very much part of wider discussions being had throughout
the Merchant Navy as well as the Royal Navy. More and more shipping companies are looking to send their ships
in Polar areas and we as the RFA and the RN are no different. However, as some may be aware there are strict
regulations in place to be able to do this and the Polar Code that was introduced in 2017 is the guidance to follow.
It is therefore my task to determine if, when and how we go about expanding the RFA operating envelope into
Polar regions. This project has already required input from ships which has been greatly appreciated and also
liaison with organisations outside the RFA such as the UKHO.
Outside of dedicated special projects the role has given me an insight into AFSUP as a whole and the work that is
carried out within NCHQ across the broad spectrum of roles. I have been able to work alongside several personnel
and learn more about force generation, capability management, QSM, Tanker management and collective
briefing amongst other things. It has and will continue to be a great opportunity of which I am extremely grateful
for and am very much enjoying. The ability to continue to work, develop and learn new skills as well as provide
valuable input to the RFA whilst pregnant is very rewarding and provides a great support network outside of home
life.
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CPO Geoff Clarkson at his retirement party

FOST CORNER
CIS / TCS
There are two new faces representing the CIS and TCS at FOST, and I would firstly like to take the opportunity to
send our gratitude to the two outgoing staff members. 2/O Del MacPhail and CPO Geoff Clarkson. Both were
stalwarts at FOST(S) and had spent many years in post. Special mention for Geoff who left to retirement. Geoff
was dined out by all at FOST(S) and presented with various gifts, the main one being tickets to last year’s Supercup
final at Old Trafford with a night over in a hotel for him and his wife, he was only sorry that his beloved Hull
weren’t playing! Geoff can be seen in the photo above sporting the RFA TIDEFORCE polo shirt that was amongst
other gifts presented to him from the CO during his last searide on an RFA.
To closer align to our RN counterparts, to ensure that reporting is accurate, and capabilities captured within
reports, the CIS and TCS elements have now been split. New MASC admin check sheets have been compiled and
are available on request.
So far, we have conducted a COST for Cardigan Bay, provided Tanker Assurance for the FOST tanker and CT bids
for other vessels. At the time of writing we are in the middle of the COVID19 pandemic and programmes
unsurprisingly are fluid, with priorities changing constantly. Due to undergo OST imminently are FORT VICTORIA
and TIDESPRING, who we welcome soon.
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One of CPO Geoff Clarkson’s retirement gifts made by Mrs Karen Colbert, CRFA Ian Colbert’s wife

FOST CORNER (CONTINUED)
CIS – The key to success is preparation. Know your equipment and have it tested fully prior to arriving. Engage all
operators in training and aim to have all necessary circuits proved prior to arrival. Utilise each other’s units all the
time, if you see a ship, or know you are going to be in the same area as another unit, contact them and set up
circuits. This goes for RN as well as RFA vessels. There are fewer platforms around these days and the RN are
grateful for the opportunity as much as we are. Read the OSTGMs and BR9275, chapter 17, all the information
you required is in there.
TCS – There is an element of reinventing the wheel within TCS with the emergence of the new CSG into the
Fleet. When I joined the service back in 1985 Dispositions 2W and 4W were utilised to the full when working
within the CSG Task Organisation, as the years passed, they have been discarded or thrown to the back of a
cupboard. The time has come to dust them down because they are back, A4 Copies can be obtained from
myself. I can’t reiterate enough the importance of carrying out TCS internal training onboard vessels which
should also include the Executive Department. Setting up for a Replenishment and URG Manoeuvring would be
of immense benefit to the Bridge Command Team and enhance the confidence and awareness of all, at FOST(S)
we provide the tools and the guidance, don’t let your core Tactical Command Support skills fade, keep the lights
flashing and the flags flying.

SRFAO(C) Paul Fears – NAVY OP TRG-FOST S SRFAOC
CRFA Ian Colbert - NAVY OP TRG-FOST S CRFA
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RFA TIDESPRING conducting flying serials

LOGISTICS SUPPORT TO RFA’S: HOW ITS DELIVERED
FROM NORTHWOOD
Working from the strategic through to tactical level the Fleet Logistics Team, provides operational logistics support to all
RN/RFA and Royal Marine units worldwide. Incorporating a team of co-located SME's in the Maritime Operations Centre
(MOC) in Northwood, Middx, including Engineering, Logistics, Personnel, Scheduling and Legal Policy functions, the team
provides Command focus for the deployment, sustainment in theatre and assists in recovery of force elements.
The FLC Team can provide assistance on anything that affects your unit's OC, such as;
The support chain
• Big moves, e.g. DGs, MHE
• Advice on endurance levels and risk reduction.
Liaison with external authorities
• PJHQ
• DSCOM
• DE&S
• Other Government departments
Logistics advice to operators on
• Short notices Logs planning
• Logistics enablers and resupply
• Pre and post deployment briefs
• The Global Maritime Support Framework (GMSF) RNTM 04-27 19
The Port Maritime Logistics Support Services Contract (PMLSSC)
• BRd 2002 Chapter 6
• Non-Routine requests
• Feedback proforma
Fuel
• 2019DIN 04-087
• Full liaison with Navy Fuels
• Recommended ports for fuel
Movements
• Full liaison with NCHQ movements team
• SQEP
• Guidance on DG packing
• Ammo resupply
• PAX moves via the Airbridge
Please feel free to call or email me, we may be able to help!
2/O(LS) Brendan O'Flaherty DFLC B, NAVY SPT OPS-LOGS SO2 DFLCB, Tel: 01923 956172
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LAUNCH OF HeadFIT TOOL TO HELP ENHANCE
MENTAL WELLBEING
Please see below information regarding the accelerated launch of the Headfit mental fitness and wellbeing tool. Accessible
from Dii and internet devices, the platform has a range of tools and is specifically designed around the Defence
community. Mental fitness is all about the good management of good mental health. HeadFIT for Life helps people stay
mentally fit and on top of their game at work and at home. The tools on the site are completely free and are designed to be
easily integrated into your everyday life.
HeadFIT is designed specifically for the Defence community, it provides 24/7 access to self-help tools that can enhance
your mood, drive and confidence, and help manage the stresses of everyday life. The platform has a range of tools,
including, breathing exercises, body posture and relaxation techniques that have been designed for everyone across
Defence, whether you are: a new recruit, long-serving personnel, a veteran, civilian staff, or serving in uniform. The
techniques are designed so they can be easily integrated into your everyday lives. HeadFIT has been developed in
partnership with The Royal Foundation's Heads Together campaign, the Ministry of Defence, Kings College London, with
clinical advice from Dr Vanessa Moulton, and has been spearheaded by The Duke of Sussex.
The Duke said: "HeadFIT has been almost three years in the making, and I am extremely grateful for everyone who has
been on this journey with us. Everyone who has worked on it, to create what we have today, should be incredibly proud
and excited for the impact it will have.
"I've long believed the military community should lead the way for the rest of society. For too long we have been waiting for
problems to arise and then reacting to them. HeadFIT is a proactive approach to mental fitness, focusing on our own
potential to increase our performance, using proven methods in sport science.
"This is about optimisation of self. This is about being the best you can be. This is about gaining an advantage, whether
facing an opponent or overcoming a challenging situation. This is about building resilience that will match that of most
world class athletes and prepare you for every day stress. To be HeadFIT, is to be at your peak performance."
Minister for Defence People and Veterans Johnny Mercer said: “We train our Armed Forces to be both physically fit and
mentally fit. And right now, mental resilience has never been more important as our Defence community works tirelessly to
support the UK's public services during the coronavirus pandemic. “HeadFIT will provide our people - serving and civilian with the tools they need to maintain mental fitness throughout their career and afterwards. By launching the site ahead of
schedule, we are providing them with the support they deserve in these exceptional times." HeadFIT's activities help its
users take a proactive approach to their own mental wellbeing and mirrors the way our Armed Forces are trained to
maintain their physical fitness. The wide range of tools on offer can be included in day-to-day routines, creating positive
mental health habits. Each of the single Services and Civil Service have programmes and initiatives to support their mental
health and fitness, HeadFIT is designed to support the messages in these existing programmes.
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Fleet Engineering Personnel
The CSO(E) team consists of the following Staff Officers:
CSO(E) Capt(E) Terry Edwards M: 07827 822026/E: terry.edwards107@mod.gov.uk
AM SO1 (Availability Manager) C/O(SE) John Perkins M: 07836 635547/E: john.perkins253@mod.gov.uk
ME SO2 (Marine Engineering SME) 1/O(E) Alan Hart M:07841 700394/E: alan.hart106@mod.gov.uk
SE SO2 (Systems Engineering SME) 1/O(SE) Bob Cocking E: robert.cocking102@mod.gov.uk
ME SO3 (Port Agency Contract) 3/O(E) Sherwyn Blake M:07717 816621/E: sherwyn.blake102@mod.gov.uk
Captain Edwards and C/O Perkins are currently working from NCHQ (Tel: 02392 62 5299) and from home on a
weekly rotation, all other CSO(E) Staff Officers are working from home during the coronavirus lockdown and can
be reached via email, Skype and on the mobile numbers above.
SE Officer ETO CoC - RTEM P014/19 and Captain Steve Smith’s letter ‘Implementation of ETO Training for SE
Officers’ (dated 16 July 2019) describe the process whereby existing RFA Systems Engineer Officers may seek to
gain an Electro Technical Officer Certificate of Competency (ETO CoC) via ‘Grandfather Rights’ (MSN1860(M)
Route 3.3). The MCA have agreed to extend the end date for the issue of a Notice of Eligibility (NOE) for existing
RFA SEs by 12 months, from 01 January 2020 to 01 January 2021 (MSN1860 para 3.3.2 refers). The latest date to
submit the CoC Application form (MSF 4259) to the MCA is therefore extended to 30 November 2020. All other
requirements of MSN1860 remain unaltered, including qualifying sea time, which must be accrued prior to 01
January 2016.
All eligible SEs who have yet to apply for a NOE are strongly encouraged to progress the prerequisites, including:
IAMI training review to determine exemptions; gathering evidence of sea-going service via Sea Service
Testimonials; completion of specified STCW training; and completion of the ETO Competency Record Book. The
MCA have asked for proof of RFA service, in the form of a letter, for those yet to apply for a NOE, this can be
requested from 1/O(SE) Bob Cocking AFSUP SE SO2, robert.cocking102@mod.gov.uk) who is to be kept
informed of your progress and training requirements.
Platform Familiarisation - Reference: RTEM 041/20. A reminder for MEOs and SEOs that copies of completed
Platform Familiarisation Certificates are to be forwarded to the relevant Appointer and AFSUP. Please send
NCHQ copies (soft copies preferred) to:
ME: 1/O(E) A Hart AFSUP ME SO2. alan.hart106@mod.gov.uk
SE: 1/O(SE) R Cocking AFSUP SE SO2., robert.cocking102@mod.gov.uk
Postal address: Afsup, NCHQ, Leach Building, MP2-2, Whale Island, Portsmouth, PO2 8BY.
Career Development Panels - This year's SE Officer Career Development Panels (CDPs) are now complete and
promotion/banding details have been issued. The SE and ME Officer Career Development Frameworks (CDFs)
for 2021 CDPs have been reviewed and should be re-issued shortly. Both CDFs now include improved guidance
on the scope of evidence to be provided. Please read carefully and use the guidance wisely.
The ME Officer CDF has seen some significant changes to qualifications and courses required to progress. The
ME Ratings CDPs should commence shortly (although coronavirus measures may affect the process). If you are
near the end of an appointment and have not sent a PDR in during the last 12 months, please ensure it is
submitted in good time to be included in the panel.
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The SE CDPs highlighted a number of common issues which are relevant for all personnel. Evidence presented in
the PDR must reflect the requirements in the Performance and Experience columns in the appropriate
Rank/Band table. Evidence must also be related to the specific systems listed in the Targeted Areas of
Development table at Annex A and meet the rank expectation detailed in the applicable Core Performance Areas
(CPAs) at Annex B. Maintenance, Safety & Legislation and Leadership & Man Management evidence should be
presented in the appropriate areas in the PDR. Where there is no direct correlation (Administration and Wider
MoD Engagement), evidence may be presented in any suitable competency area, and annotated accordingly
(i.e. Admin, WME). Evidence must be specific and describe how you demonstrate competencies; generic
statements are not sufficient. It should be STAR (Situation, Task, Action, Result) formatted and may be
presented in bullet points and note form. It is important to agree objectives that are SMART (Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, Timely) at the start of an appointment, and regularly review them.
Recommended objectives have been included in the 'performance' sections of the revised SE CDF, which should
be used to ensure the required evidence is captured by the Job Holder.
Maintenance Management - The management of overdue SCPM/UMMS tasks is subject to regular MCA
scrutiny during audits. It is vital that maintainers look forward to tasks becoming due in the weeks and months
ahead to ensure equipment downtime is planned and spares placed on demand where necessary in good time.
CEOs may wish to incorporate an overview of maintenance tasks, to include planning for critical machinery
downtime and spares requirements, into Maintenance Managers Meetings. Getting UMMS and SCPM up and
running post-refit is burdensome for Ships Staff that are busy commissioning systems, often with personnel gaps
and limited SQEP. The requirement to manage UMMS/SCPM overdue tasks within KPIs is therefore rarely met,
with recent instances of ships emerging from refit carrying nearly 1000 overdue maintenance tasks.
The MCA continue to take a keen interest in our Maintenance Management Systems, and it is important that
Ship’s Staff keep abreast of routine maintenance through the upkeep period. There are a number of measures
that can help manage this problem:
- Short term tasks are ‘paused’ IAW BR875 Chapter 20 Para 2020(p) (SCPM) and (q) (UMMS).
- Expedite/Isherwoods resources are made available before, during and after the Upkeep Period to assist
and support Ship’s Staff maintaining the MMS database.
- Requests for post-refit contractor support to drive down overdue routine maintenance can generally be
accommodated by FTS.
RFA CARDIGAN
BAY working
US Navy
MH-53-E routine
“Sea Dragons”
in Jan/Feb
It is crucial that Ship’s
Staff standing-by
refits with
continue
to undertake
maintenance
tasks20
that are
scheduled during upkeep (where possible) and update UMMS/SCPM accordingly.
RFA CARDIGAN BAY with a Sea Dragon coming in to land on the flight deck
A&As – Ship’s Staff are encouraged to highlight capability shortfalls via Alteration and Addition (A&A)
procedures, which are described in BR875 Volume 2. 1/O Alan Hart manages the A&A process within NCHQ.
A&A scrutiny meetings with appropriate SME involvement are held regularly, prior to the Design Control Boards
(DCBs) which are held every 6 months by North and South Cluster Support Teams. UMMS ships should note the
.SNP files produced by UMMS cannot be edited, and there is no straightforward way for most of the Desk
Officers involved in the A&A process to read them, so A&As should be submitted as Word documents (BR875
Volume 2 Chapter 20 Para 2016(e)(i) refers). Blank forms are available in BR8593(1) Chapter 2 Annex A or from
Alan Hart on request. There is no need to duplicate A&As into UMMS, and CEOs may wish to maintain a simple
A&A spreadsheet register filed on DII.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT PANEL 2020 PROGRAMMME
The HR Development Team have amended the original CDP Annual timetable and rescheduled those panels that have
not taken place since March (Schedule below). The intention is to recommence in May, starting with the Deck
Officers. Following the panel, please be assured the HR Dev Team will endeavour to issue the results as soon as
possible but no later than two months after the panel convened. However, I would value your patience at this time as
panels are being sat back to back to ensure you are all assessed this year, and the amount of paperwork generated
from this will be immense. Appeals will be looked at in due course, however the current priority during these
unprecedented times, is for the panels to sit.
OPS/CIS
JANUARY
FEBRUARY

MARCH

Capt(X)

TECH
Capt(E)
C/O(E)
1/O(E)
2/O(E)
3/O(E)
C/O(SE)
1/O(SE)
2/O(SE)
3/O(SE)

LS

APRIL

MAY

C/O(X)
1/O(X)
2/O(X)

JUNE

3/O(X)

JULY

SG1A
CPO(D)
PO(D)
LH(D)

AUGUST

CPO(E)
PO(E)
LH(E)
MM1

SEPTEMBER

2/O(C)

C/O(LS)
1/O(LS)
2/O(LS)
3/O(LS)
CPO(CH)
PO(CH)
LH(CH)
ASST(CH)

OCTOBER

CPO(C)
PO(C)
LH(C)
CR1

MEDTECH
CPO(STWD)
PO(STWD)
LH(STWD)
STWD
CPO(SC)
PO(SC)
LH(SC)

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

For queries, please contact the RFA HR Development Team NavyPers-RfaHRDevTeam@mod.gov.uk
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RFA trainee Officers completing their leadership training at BRNC

RFA COMPLIANCE TEAM UPDATE
A further change to the Compliance Team this month as David Millar leaves us to return to the USA with his
wife. We wish him well in his new adventure. Karen Jupe will continue to carry out the audits of HR Form 305
and answer any questions you may have.
Contacts:
Asst Compliance Manager: Jo Sanders joanne.sanders112@mod.gov.uk Tel: 02392 628643
HR Compliance TL: Karen Jupe karen.jupe100@mod.gov.uk Tel: 02392 628644
DBS Contingency Plan for T & S Claims:
Information regarding the current process to be followed when submitting HR Forms 305 & 306 was originally
sent out to all personnel as a mailshot at the end of March. As DBS staff are ‘working from home’ a contingency
plan was put in place to ensure T & S claims continue to be paid. As the Compliance Team are continuing to
receive enquiries regarding the current process, I have duplicated the mailshot information below for your
information.
DBS closed their office as of Monday 23 March until further notice. Contingency plans have been put in place to
ensure a continued service. Advances can still be applied for and 305 claims can still be submitted, however, DBS
have advised that the following processes should now be followed:
HR form 306A – advance request: They should not be sent/faxed to the Scanning Hub at Cheadle Hulme.
Instead they should be emailed to the following address DBS-IASS-STDD@mod.gov.uk with ‘306A Advance
request’ entered in the subject line of the email. To confirm that the email has been received & is being
processed you should request a read receipt.
HR form 305 – T&S claim: The vast majority of 305’s already in the office have been processed. However, DBS
will not be able to access those currently in the post. DBS therefore advise that if individuals have not received
payment of an already submitted 305 by Friday 27th March they should resubmit on Monday 30th to the same
email address DBS-IASS-STDD@mod.gov.uk. Any new claims should now also be sent to this email address.
When submitting claims please put ‘305 T&S claim’ in the subject line. Again, to confirm that the email has been
received you should request a read receipt. As a copy of the form must also be sent to Pers-Ops Compliance as
per RTEM 067/20, Please therefore ensure that NAVYPERS-RFATANDSQUERIES@mod.gov.uk are cc’d.
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RFA WAVEKNIGHT with a T45.

RFA COMPLIANCE TEAM UPDATE (CONTINUED)
Claims will be accepted with a typed signature, but they must be sent as an attachment to an email. In the
absence of a ‘wet signature’, DBS must have the email address that the claim has been sent from for audit
purposes.
DBS ask that individual queries are not sent to this email address. It is for advances & claims only and any
queries will not be answered. Queries should be directed to the Enquiry Centre by phone or email as normal.
Pers – Ops are also working remotely until further notice and therefore the process for MPP (Miscellaneous
Payments) has also changed. For all claims relating to Passports, Vaccinations, ENG Medicals, Professional
Subscriptions, Re-validation of CoC etc, Please send your claim by e-mail to:- Belinda.thompson125@mod.gov.uk
Claims should consist of a completed form 1108, a copy of the relevant certificate e.g. – ENG, and a copy of the
receipt.
For Professional Subscriptions, claims must be made within 3 months. A justification statement should also be
attached to your claim, this will be passed to RFA HR Training SO1 Paul Burnett for consideration and
authorisation.
305 Audit Process.
The 6-month T & S Trial Pay Now/Check Later has begun, with numerous audits being carried out during April.
A gentle reminder to all on several points:
1) As well as retaining receipts, please remember to keep a paper copy of your 305. Even though you have
e-mailed a copy to NAVYPERS-RFATANDSQUERIES@mod.gov.uk as per the guidance, a copy must be
kept for a period of 3 years as per policy.
2) Please ensure the correct UIN is entered.
3) A completed FMT102 must be completed and submitted with a copy of your vehicle insurance certificate
if you wish to claim PMMA. The insurance certificate should clearly state ‘Business Use’ or ‘Travel in
connection with the policy holder’s employment’. Commuting to a regular place of work is not
acceptable.
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Whole-force in action on RFA LYME BAY during OP BARRYTONE

RFA PROMOTIONS
Executive Branch

The following RFA Personnel were approved for substantive promotion
Engineering Branch
Logistics Supply Branch

To Petty Officer (Deck)
LH(D) Hennessy S

To Captain (Engineer)
C/O Dinnis, AE

To First Officer (LS)
2/O(LS) Gallini, DE
2/O(LS) Simmons, AJ

To Chief Officer (Engineer)
1/O(E) Bryant, JJ
1/O(E) Mann, DJ
1/O(E) Cooper, AP
To First Officer (Engineer)
2/O(E) Connor, J
2/O(E) Griffin, PA
2/O(E) Short, LT
2/O(E) Howard, GJM
To Petty Officer (Engineer)
LH(E) Mizen, JA
LH(E) Horsfall, AR

Congratulations to all of those listed above.
Issued by the RFA HR Development Team
Email: NAVY PERS-RFA HR DEV TEAM (MULTIUSER)
Address: RFA PERS OPS, West Battery MPG-1, Whale Island, Portsmouth, PO2 8DX
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RFA TIDESPRING courtesy of 2/O Laura Frudd

MINDFULNESS
It is important for our wellbeing to have moments of mindfulness, a time in which we raise our awareness
moment-by-moment of our thoughts, feelings, bodily sensations and our surrounding environment. It is an
opportunity to live and enjoy the moment.
Take the opportunity every day to think about the following…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

One thing you are looking forward to
Five people in your life that you are grateful for
One accomplishment from yesterday/today that you are proud of
One thing you like about the way you look
Your intention for the day ahead
Take five deep breaths

Inspirational Quote:
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RFA TIDESPRING conducting liferaft training

RFA RECRUITMENT UPDATE
As with all other RFA departments, the RFA Recruitment team has had to overcome a number of common
challenges related to the impact of CV19. Reduced staffing levels, MCA limitations, Government social
distancing and travel restrictions have all presented challenges that the team have been able to overcome.
Fortunately, we been able to continue to recruit and maintain “business as usual”, avoiding the suspension of
the process and the associated impact that would have on future RFA OC. The positive news is that we have
already met our CDT (X) and (E) requirements for the year and have seen a significant increase in Qualified
Officers applications (along with a few returnees too). Recent ship visits to LYME BAY and a Pre-AIB induction
module at HMS Raleigh for potential candidates has also significantly improved success rates at AIB’s. We are
also pleased to confirm the appointment of 3/O(E) Steve Pells and 3/O(E) Emily Fowles who will be filling the SO3
Outreach and CRM roles respectively – both will commence their appointments mid-summer. Inevitably, RFA
Recruitment has seen some significant changes in the way it goes about its business, much of it positive. The
MOUNTS
BAY at sunset
alongsidecandidate
the Netherlands
Antilles
increased use of SocialRFA
Media
for advertising
and potential
interaction
and island
Skype interviews are
currently part of the new normal and will definitely be part of future ways of working as we return to pre CV19
days.
Chief Officer Iain Goodchild RFA Recruitment
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RFA TIDEFORCE in the Minches

PADRES PARISH
Hi all,
Our thoughts (quite rightly) at this time are focussed on the physical wellbeing of ourselves, families and the
nation as a whole at this time. But I wonder how we are coping with our mental health? Do we adopt the stiff
upper lip? Do we have anyone we can share our thoughts and concerns with who won’t judge us?
Capt Tom (he of Zimmer frame fame) said “Tomorrow will be a good day, even if today was alright” And I think
he’s right. There will be an end to this and there will be time when we can at least meet up with family and
friends once more and we should try and see positives where they are to be found.
But in the meantime, it is okay to have worries and concerns about the present situation and the future and it’s
important that we know where we can go to access some support.
If you are struggling at all then please do reach out to someone. If you need to know where to go to access such
support, then please get in touch.
It’s good to talk.
God bless Phill (RFA Chaplain)
PHILLIP.AMEY100@mod.gov.uk
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MARITIME UK LAUNCHES DIVERSITY IN MARITIME
PROGRAMME
•
•
•

Diversity in Maritime launched in response to government’s flagship Maritime
2050 strategy
New HR Guidance for Recruiters on gender-neutral language published
Series of Professional Development webinars announced

Maritime UK, the industry body for the maritime sector, is today launching its new Diversity in Maritime
programme. The programme will see the establishment of networks across diversity challenge areas, including
the existing Women in Maritime Network plus two inaugural new groups, LGBT+ and Mental Health, which will
build upon the structure of Women in Maritime established in 2018.
The UK government’s Maritime 2050 strategy states “The maritime workforce of the future will be diverse. New
roles, new technologies and a changing image of the sector will draw in people from all backgrounds across the
entire UK.”
Maritime UK is launching Diversity in Maritime in direct response to the flagship strategy’s recommendations,
alongside the establishment of the new Maritime Skills Commission. Taken together, they will ensure the sector
has a continuous pipeline of highly skilled, diverse people across its shipping, ports, services, engineering and
leisure marine industries. The UK government has provided £730,000 to boost diversity, wellbeing and skills in
maritime. According to the Maritime HR Association’s 2019 Gender Market Analysis report, which captured data
for over 30,000 employees working in shore-based positions around the globe, the number of women working
in the sector increased by 7% over the last 12 months.
Maritime UK will publish a new resource ‘HR Guidance for Recruiters’ as part of the programme. Employers in
the maritime sector will benefit from new, bespoke guidance, written following the analysis of hundreds of job
adverts collated from across the sector. The resource highlights ways in which basic assumptions and
unconscious biases affect the ways in which jobs are advertised, as well as the easy steps that can be taken to
create a more conscious recruitment process. It makes a series of recommendations, with examples, including
balancing feminine and masculine words in job descriptions and including statements about what the employer
is offering, beyond salary.
A series of webinars to support individual professional development across the sector is also
launched today, including sessions on unconscious bias, how to excel on camera when
working from home and masterclasses on public speaking.
This is the next step on from the very successful Women in Maritime programme which both RN and RFA have
signed up to and are actively engaged with. The new programme will seek to establish 2 new network groups for
LGBT+ and mental health.
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COMEDY CORNER

9 things I hate about everyone:
1. People who point at their wrist while asking for the time.... I know where my watch is pal, where the hell is
yours? Do I point at my crotch when I ask where the toilet is?
2. People who are willing to get off their ass to search the entire room for the T.V. remote because they refuse
to walk to the T.V. and change the channel manually.
3. When people say, "Oh you just want to have your cake and eat it too". Damn right! What good is cake if you
can't eat it?
4. When people say, "it's always the last place you look". Of course it is. Why the hell would you keep looking
after you've found it? Do people do this? Who and where are they? Gonna kick their asses!
5. When people say while watching a film "did you see that?". No Loser, I paid £8 to come to the cinema and
stare at the damn floor you daft bugger.
6. People who ask, "Can I ask you a question?".... Didn't really give me a choice there, did ya sunshine?
7. When something is 'new and improved!' Which is it? If it's new, then there has never been anything before it.
If it's an improvement, then there must have been something before it, couldn't be new.
8. When people say, "life is short". What the hell?? Life is the longest damn thing anyone ever does!! What can
you do that's longer?
9. When you are waiting for the bus and someone asks, "Has the bus come yet?". If the bus came would I be
standing here?
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CALLING ALL DECK OFFICER, DECK CADETS AND
DECK RTO CANDIDATES
The Marine Society has a new Stability@Sea App, part of the Learn@Sea series. Four RFA Deck Officers
contributed to development of this App by running the beta version and offering feedback prior to launch.
The aim of this course is to introduce the factors that affect the flotation and stability of vessels. It has been
written to be relevant to people studying or working on a range of vessel types and situations. This course is
suitable for whether you are a cadet, or a seafarer wanting to increase your knowledge of the subject – for
example in preparation for MCA Orals. Topics covered include how loading and unloading from a vessel will
affect its stability and the draft it floats at, to the actions that can affect a vessel's ability to stay afloat and
remain stable. There are also key formulae to use to calculate changes in flotation and stability. Details are at:
https://marsocshop.mycoracle.com/catalogue/category/sea_1/

"From experience, they’d be very useful for officers coming back to college for Mates/Seconds/Chiefs exams; I wish I’d had
something like that before my Chief Mate’s course."
Chris Lowe – Senior Lecturer, Warsash Maritime Academy
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1/O Mick Tyndell on RFA MOUNTS BAY with notification from the RFA Association of jointly being awarded, along
with 1/O Mike Hontoir, the Coull Award for “Contributions to the good name of the RFA Service”

RFA TRAINING UPDATE
COVID-19 continues to have a significant effect on both naval service and commercial training availability. A
significant training recovery planning continues at pace, with the aim of delivering RN and RFA training
requirements in-year where possible.
In order to prioritise the re-establishment of training courses, a Training Requirements Authority (TRA) endorsed
list of MUST, COULD and SHOULD be delivered courses has been developed. This list has been developed based
on maintaining operational capability in the short to medium term, pending a change in Government Covid 19
restrictions. Those in-service courses that are reflected on the TRA endorsed priorities list must be capable of
being delivered in a Covid 19 compliant manner before they can be opened for personnel to attend. This is
particularly challenging and strict social distancing, handwashing, accommodation and night and weekend leave
restrictions have been put in place to facilitate the safe delivery of these courses. Specific information on precourse and course joining requirements and restrictions will be contained in course joining letters for those that
are nominated to attend.
Commercial provided training remains unavailable at present and the RFA training cell continue to review course
availability. Short courses provided by commercial facilities is likely to remain unavailable until Govt Covid-19
restrictions are relaxed. This will remain under regular review and training via this means will recommence when
it becomes safe to do so.
Paul Burnett RFA HR Training Provision SO1
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RFA MOUNTS BAY in dry dock in Falmouth

A MESSAGE FROM KATHY BARNES, CEO DBS: COVID19 UPDATE
During the past week, we have continued to further adapt our processes for remote working. Thanks to
continued support from Defence Digital, around 60% of our staff now have access to MOD IT. This has helped us
increase resilience on our existing priority services and to re-introduce some previously suspended functions,
such as Armed Forces Pension Scheme estimates.
As highlighted previously, some of our services cannot yet be delivered remotely, although we do have
transformation work underway. One example is our ability to print and distribute civilian personnel pay
statements. Staff with Defnet and HRMS access can still access their payslip online through the People Portal
Online Pay Slip; for those without, an on-demand service to personal email addresses will be available in time for
the May payroll. A longer-term solution to make all payslips and P60s available through the Defence Gateway, as
to bring our civilian workforce into line with our military colleagues, is being progressed with a target in-service
date of July. I am, however, pleased to confirm that our regular c.700,000 pension and salary payments were
successfully made as planned in April.
Looking ahead and to help us start addressing backlogs of casework within our civilian personnel and veterans’
services, plans are being worked on in conjunction with the Trades Union to ensure we can provide a safe return
to work for staff as soon as possible, and which also adheres to Government guidance; naturally we will
prioritise the most urgent cases first. As ever, our Customer Hub will be updated to reflect changes to our
service provision.
Finally, we have all been heartened by the success of veteran Capt. Tom Moore in his fundraising efforts. I am
pleased to say that thanks to our Medal Office colleagues, he was presented with a replacement Defence Medal
and new HM Armed Forces Veterans Badge as part of his 100th birthday celebrations last week.
Kathy Barnes, DBS CEO
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THE ROYAL FLEET AUXILIARY ASSOCIATION
Our Objects - The objects of the Association are:
1.

To further the efficiency of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary Service (“the Service”) in particular but not exclusively
by:
a. fostering esprit de corps and preserving the traditions of the Service and perpetuating its deeds;
and
b. perpetuating the memory of those members of the Service who have died in the service of their
country; and

2.
To relieve members or former members of the Service or their dependants who are in need, hardship or
distress by:
a. making grants of money to them; or
b. i.
providing or paying for goods, services or facilities for them; or
ii.
making grants of money to other persons or bodies who provide goods, services or facilities
to those in need; or
iii.
providing advice and counselling to them during bereavement or injury or during times of
crisis or conflict.
RFAA Welfare fund
RFAA Members - Grants may be made, with the approval of the Board of Trustees, to members of the
RFAA in distressed circumstances. Such grants are restricted to a maximum of £1000 in each case.
Bereaved families of deceased members suffering financial hardship may make an application to the fund
for assistance with funeral costs or other lifestyle adjustments after bereavement.
Non RFAA Members - Grants to serving / former members of the RFA Service who find themselves in distressed
circumstances may be made at the discretion and approval of the Board of Trustees, ideally when all other
avenues of assistance are proven to be exhausted. Such grants in this instance are restricted to a maximum of
£750 in each case. Bereaved families of deceased personnel suffering financial hardship may make an application
to the fund for assistance with funeral costs.
Grants made from this fund will only be made to alleviate immediate hardship.
Members and non-members of the RFAA seeking a grant should contact the RFAA Welfare Director who will
review their request.
welfare@rfa-association.org.uk

Stay safe!
If you are interested in joining, visit:
http://www.rfa-association.org.uk/
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THE ROYAL FLEET AUXILIARY ASSOCIATION
We have signed up to Amazon Smile. Use the link below access qualifying Amazon purchases and donate 0.5% of the
purchase price to the RFAA. NB you must use this link. Normal accessing the Amazon website will not give access to the
Smile area. https://smile.amazon.co.uk/ch/1093950-0. Thank you to all who donate! smile.amazon.co.uk
Support Royal Fleet Auxiliary Association by shopping at smile.amazon.co.uk.
When you shop at smile.amazon.co.uk, Amazon will donate to Royal Fleet Auxiliary Association.

Finally, something from the archive - Basil the Bush Baby

USS SURPRISE, USS DEFIANCE and RFA TIDESPRING
In 1971 RFA TIDESPRING was operating in the Mediterranean in company with USN ships Surprise and Defiance.
At that time TIDESPRING had on board a Bush Baby called Basil. I have no idea where he came from or when he
came on board. He lived in one of the Third Engineer’s wardrobes.
He was a jolly little soul and used to entertain us all with his antics and especially his daily performance on the bar
counter where he seemed to consume quantities of best bitter. Towards the end of the deployment we were due
to go home for refit and the question of Basil came up. We knew the UK Customs would not be sympathetic, so
it was decided to transfer him to another ship. USS Surprise was the one chosen, and they welcomed him with
open arms
I have recently been in touch with Capt William T Schiffer who was the CO of Surprise at the time and he said that
he took Basil home with the ship to the US and then to his home in Washington. How he got past the US Customs,
I didn't ask. When he was working at the Pentagon, he left Basil at home with his wife and he caused mayhem by
running all over the house.
It seems that Basil enjoyed a long and happy life only marred by the lack of CSB and the alternative diet of
Budweiser.

Basil with his favorite tipple and reminding somebody it was time to sign a chit
My thanks to George Mortimore for this amazing story......have you a tale to tell like that? If you have, email me
at chairman@rfa-association.org.uk I would love to hear from you
NB. For the benefit of our younger readers CSB = "Courage Sparkling Bitter", aka "Nerve Gas"
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HISTORIC RFA SHIPS ANAGRAMS
Anagram
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

RFA

Bahrain surefoot
Agnes overview
Dene learn
Bhopal dies
Git reused
Crete fido
Caveman wormed
Tiddler trombone
Enter rugs
Crank garble

RFA PUZZLE : ANIMAL WORLD
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RFA PUZZLE : ANIMAL WORLD
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FAREWELL AND THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE
LEAVERS FROM THE RFA SERVICE
PO(SC) BERRY
1/O(E) CAPSTICK
1/O(SE) HARRINGTON
SG1A MARSHALL
CR1 SHEPPARD

CR1 MULLINEAUX
SG1A ADAMS
3/O(X) SMITH
SG1A PRICE
LH(E) MAULE

HARD SUDOKO SOLUTION
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STWD JACKSON
2/O(X) DAVIES
CPO(E) RALPH
SG1A REYNOLDS

